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Title of Bill: An Act to Strengthen Efforts to Stop Human Trafficking in Airports 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble: Whereas human trafficking is considered a violation of the human rights provided to 
each individual by the Constitution. Whereas between 14,500 to 17,500 individuals 
are trafficked into the United States every year. Whereas human trafficking is the 
third largest international crime industry, generating a $150 billion profit worldwide 
each year. Whereas 80% of human trafficking is for the exploitation of sex and plays 
a major role in the spread of HIV. Whereas airports are major hubs for the entry of 
slave-holders and trafficked individuals into the United States. 

 

Section 1:  Let the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) create a committee within the TSA 
dedicated to future detection and prevention of human trafficking. 

  Subsection A:  Let this new TSA committee be responsible for creating a briefing 
course for all TSA agents that covers how to properly identify and handle human 
traffickers and/or their victims.  

 

Section 2:  All TSA agents must take the briefing course outlined in Section 1 Subsection A. 
  Subsection A: Let every TSA agent have the right to examine the relationship 

between parties traveling together during questioning as part of a required security 
protocol. 

  Subsection B: Let every TSA agent have the right to examine the bodies of 
suspected victims of human trafficking for tattoos, bruises, and other clues to victims 
of human trafficking. 

  Subsection C: If airports in the United States achieve a cumulative 96% completion 
rating of this aforementioned course, then the TSA will receive an increase of $0.45 
billion to their annual budget.  

 
Section 3:  Let every airport install a system that serves to specifically to monitor suspicious 

persons and activity relating to human trafficking. 
  Subsection A: Let this “system” be defined as creating additional TSA booths at 

entry points and gates to be patrolled by TSA agents who have completed the course 
aforementioned in Section 1 Subsection A. 

 
Section 4: Funding for this new committee and bill will be allocated from the Department of 

Homeland Security’s (DHS) annual budget. 
 
Section 5:  This bill will be enacted 91 days after passage.  
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Title of Bill: An Act to protect our nation’s electrical grid against an EMP attack 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: North Korea has threatened an electromagnet pulse (EMP) attack on the United 

States that could cause disaster on a scale we can barely imagine.  EMPs constitute a 

brief energy surge that could radically damage or destroy our nation’s electrical 

infrastructure. An EMP attack would put the majority of transformers across the 

country out of commission.  One study finds that it would take 33 months before 

these transformers could be replaced. In the meantime? Forget about using your 

iPhone; your car’s electronic system is out and even if you have an old car how are 

you going to get gas if the local gas station’s pumps are electrical.  Electrical 

systems that maintain our clean drinking water, our sewage system and our natural 

gas distribution system will no longer be operational.  Journalist Barbara Kay 

observes: “with the deprivation this scenario implies, a Hobbesian nightmare of 

social breakdown once food and water supplies are exhausted is not scare 

mongering: it’s a realistic prediction 

 

Section 1: The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is authorized to develop a National 

Recovery Plan that identifies the key power grid and telecommunications 

infrastructure that must be protected to maintaining our nation’s core capabilities 

 

Section 2: DHS will incorporate EMP attacks into national planning scenarios.  These exercises 

can determine capabilities and needs and address problems before a disaster. 

 

Section 3: DHS should issue guidelines for private businesses on how to function without 

electricity. 

Section 3a: Grants will be allocated to the states to encourage them to invest in the protection of 

their electrical infrastructure. 

Section 4: The Department of Defense (DOD) is authorized to establish formal plans and 

strategies to prevent EMP attacks on the United States and its allies. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Regulate the Operations of the Transportation Security Administration in 

Order to Strengthen Accountability and Protect Travelers 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas 928.9 million Americans flew both domestically and internationally in 

2016, a figure that is on an upward trajectory and signals a strengthening of the American 

economy through the commercial airline market;
1
 whereas the TSA is under scrutiny in regards 

to their efficacy;
2
 whereas traveler security is of the utmost importance, and we must be 

forthcoming in our efforts to protect our citizens; whereas the United States’ intelligence 

community has been exceptionally effective in combatting attacks on aircraft in America; 

whereas the TSA continues to reassure travelers and discourage some attacks, this Act will to 

rework this vital administration in order to emphasize its strengths, while ensuring that there is 

complete transparency and accountability in its actions. 

 

Section 1: The Transportation Security Administration shall no longer administer “unpredictable 

security measures” in the form of random screenings that are not explicitly declared immediately 

following the issuance of a boarding pass to the affected traveler or within a reasonable time 

period before the departure of the traveler. 

  

Subsection A: The TSA may still administer most of the standard testing, in the form of 

metal detectors, pat-downs for travelers who cannot undergo a metal detector test (i.e. 

those who have medical devices implanted inside of their bodies), full body scanning, 

and other screening procedures as are deemed appropriate and necessary by the discretion 

of a TSA supervisor on duty to ensure the safety of all travelers. 

  

Subsection B: Any and all screenings administered in addition to standard security 

procedures must have their reasoning declared explicitly to the affected traveler in a 

discrete location, and the screening must also take place in a discrete location for the 

privacy and comfort of the passenger.  

 

Subsection C: All passengers being subjected to additional screenings will have this 

printed on their boarding pass, in plain view. They will also be e-mailed an additional 

                                                 
1
 “Airlines Carried Record Number of Passengers in 2016.” CBS News, CBS, 27 Mar. 2017, 

www.cbsnews.com/news/airlines-record-number-passengers-2016/. 
2
 Bradner, Eric, and Rene Marsh. “TSA Screeners Failed Tests to Detect Explosives, Weapons.” CNN, 

Cable News Network, 2 June 2015, www.cnn.com/2015/06/01/politics/tsa-failed-undercover-airport-

screening-tests/index.html. 



document explaining that they have been selected for additional screening, giving them 

easily distinguishable and reasonable warning that they should plan to arrive two hours 

before departure so that they may ensure that they do not miss their flight. 

 

Subsection D: Passengers who are cleared by additional screenings where the additional 

screenings cause them to fail to board for their flight before departure will be given the 

option to be put on the next available flight to their destination with available seating at 

the expense of the Transportation Security Administration. If a passenger reaches the 

security checkpoint at less than one hour and forty-five minutes before their departure, 

which will be logged by the TSA officer on duty, they will not be eligible for this 

accommodation. 

 

Subsection E: All passengers selected for additional screening will be provided, in 

writing as well as electronically, and in the language of their choice, information on the 

secondary security screening selection program, and resources for using the Department 

of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program. They shall also be given ample 

opportunity to have a translator accompany them through the screening process if they so 

please. Passengers subjected to additional screening will be e-mailed a form in which 

they can opt for the aforementioned translator no less than one week before their 

scheduled departure, and will also be allowed to select their preferred language. 

Passengers who book a flight less than one week before its scheduled departure will have 

the form e-mailed to them as soon as possible, but shall also acknowledge and certify that 

they may not be given a translator due to constraints on the availability of translators for 

certain languages, and they will additionally acknowledge that they are legally competent 

and qualified to sign therein. Translators shall be hired as employees of the 

Transportation Security Administration, and requests for translators shall be tendered by 

the airport based on demand for the languages and processed by the Transportation 

Security Administration. Employment of these translators will be entirely under the 

jurisdiction of the Transportation Security Administration 

(hiring/termination/payment/training/etc.) 

 

Subsection F: Passengers who are not able to endorse the legally binding contract 

defined in §1E for any reason must be accompanied by a Federal air marshal for the 

duration of their trip. 

 

Subsection G: Passengers who are enrolled in the TSA Precheck program shall be 

exempt entirely from all secondary screening procedures. 

 

Section 2: No traveler under the age of 14 shall be required to undergo any screenings from the 

TSA apart from x-ray scanning of their luggage and metal detector tests, unless they are traveling 

with an adult who is on the Selectee list, the No Fly list, or the Do Not Board list. 

  

Subsection A: All passengers identified to be under the age of 14 that are not traveling 

with an adult who is on the Selectee list, the No Fly list, or the Do Not Board list, which 

will be verified by the presence of any identification including the passenger’s full name 

and their date of birth provided by an adult accompanying them on the flight, shall be 



automatically given the opportunity to undergo TSA Precheck procedures alternatively to 

standard procedures, and additionally be automatically enrolled in TSA Precheck until 

they reach the age of 14, at which point they will have to perform the standard 

application procedure in order to qualify for TSA Precheck. 

 

Section 3: The Transportation Security Administration shall have a division formed within itself, 

separate of but knowledgeable to their standard operating procedures, that will collect, compile, 

interpret, and report publicly the demographics of travelers who are required to undergo 

additional screenings. 

 

Subsection A: Any passenger who is subject to additional screenings may choose to 

withhold themselves from statistic collection, and must be given this opportunity to 

decline both at the beginning and at the end of the screening procedure. These passengers 

will be told how their statistics shall be used, and they shall be informed that no 

identifying information will be collected (identifying information being any portion of 

the passenger’s name, date of birth, place of living, or other information that could 

identify the passenger specifically). 

  

Subsection B: Statistics collected as a result of Section 3 shall be reported in their 

entirety at the end of each of the United States’ fiscal quarters on the official 

Transportation Security Administration website. 

 

Section 4: The provisions set forth in this bill shall apply to any airport that services flights 

going to and/or from the United States. Domestic flights shall have these regulations as well as 

international flights. 

 

Section 5: Airports will be inspected once every six months for adherence to these standards by 

the subdivision of the Transportation Security Administration created in §3. Airports that fail 

these inspections will be stripped of and ineligible for certification as it is set forth in Title 14, 

Code of Federal Regulations, Part 139. They will also be ineligible for participation in the 

Airport Improvement Program. 

 

Subsection A: Failure to comply with these regulations include, but are not limited to the 

following infractions: Providing manipulated or otherwise inaccurate statistics as they are 

collected through the standards dictated in §3, failure to properly respond to needs for 

translators required in §1E, continuance of the Secondary Selective Security Screening 

Program, or other infractions to be decided by the Transportation Security Administration 

pursuant to the contents of this Act. 

 

Section 6: Funding for this bill shall be appropriated from the current budget allotted to the 

Transportation Security Administration, and remaining costs associated shall be appropriated 

from the Procurement portion of the United States’ Military budget. Funding will be distributed 

at the discretion of the Department of Homeland Security. 

 

Section 7: This bill shall go into effect on the 1st of October 2018, the beginning of fiscal year 

2019. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to End the Diversity Visa Lottery 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas Fifty thousand immigrant visas are allocated solely based on a lottery 

system. Whereas most of these 50,000 visas go to Third world countries, whereas of 

these countries many in volatile Islamic regions of the world. Whereas the diversity 

Visa lottery allows immigrants who otherwise would not be allowed to enter because 

they do not meet the requirements.whereas of these 50,000 many are likely to 

become a public problem and very unlikely to assimilate.Whereas there are no other 

countries in the world that have a similar program which is why these visas would 

serve much better to be put elsewhere.Whereas these 50,000 visas would be much 

better served if they were added to the already 1 million immigrant visas that are 

given out each year.  

 

Section 1: 50,000 visas will be reallocated from the diversity visa lottery program to the over 1 

million immigrant visas that are given out each year. These 50,000 visas will help 

alleviate the almost 12 million in backlog.  

 

 Subsection A: The 50,000 visas will be spread between five of the different immigration 

categories. 10,000 visas to each category, these categories are: certain family members of 

permanent residents(F2A, F2B), Certain Family Members of U.S. Citizens(F1,F3,F4) 

 

Section 2: The homeland security committee will implement this bill, and oversee the 

reallocation of the 50,000 visas to the stated categories in Subsection A.  

 

Section 3: This bill will not cost more than already is allocated to immigration visas, because the 

visas are simply being moved to add to the already existing immigration visas.  

 

Section 4: 3 years after passage the homeland security committee will reevaluate the 

effectiveness of this bill, and whether the 50,000 visas must be reallocated to the 

diversity visa lottery.  

 

 Subsection A:  If this bill is found ineffective, then the homeland security committee will 

reallocate these visas to another category, or completely remove these 50,000 visas from 

circulation.  

 



 

 

Section 5: This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Protect and Provide Rehabilitation for Human Trafficking 

Survivors  

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS  

 

 

Preamble: Whereas 14,500 to 17,500 people are trafficked into the US every year
1
. 

Whereas the US has about 60,000 victims of human trafficking currently working as 

slaves within the country. Whereas incidents of human trafficking in the US have 

rose 35.7% in the last year
2
. Whereas thousands of slaves are sexually exploited and 

exploited for their labor every day. Whereas 72% of all human trafficking victims 

are American. Whereas victims of human trafficking are more prone to committing 

crime. Whereas 71% of human trafficking survivors show suicidal tendencies
3
. 

Whereas the US government does not do enough to protect and provide services for 

the survivors of these crimes. For these reasons, the US should do more to protect 

and rehabilitate survivors of human trafficking. 

 

Section 1: Institute community rehabilitation centers in the three biggest cities in 

every state where survivors can go to learn how to be functioning members of the 

community 

Subsection A: These rehabilitation centers will provide nutrition, appropriate medical 

treatment, psychological evaluations and help, life skills training, education 

programs, and drug and alcohol addiction prevention programs 

 

Section 2: The Senate Appropriation committee shall increase the funding to the 

Office of Victims of Crime by 5% to help them provide support to victims of human 

trafficking 

Subsection A: This funding will be allocated to provide human trafficking survivors with 

temporary housing, educational opportunities, and job training 

                                                
1
 “Human Trafficking.” Human Trafficking, www.ncjrs.gov/ovc_archives/ncvrw/2005/pg5l.html. 

 
2
 Cone, Allen. “Report: Human Trafficking in U.S. Rose 35.7 Percent in One Year.” UPI, UPI, 5 Feb. 2017, 

www.upi.com/Report-Human-trafficking-in-US-rose-357-percent-in-one-year/5571486328579/ 

 
3
 “LET'S END HUMAN TRAFFICKING WHERE WE LIVE.” Human Trafficking - Slave 2 Nothing, 

www.slave2nothing.org/human-trafficking. 



 

Section 3: Federal grants will be given to survivors to aid them with the costs of 

higher education 

Subsection A: Funding for the grants will be allocated by the Department of Education  

and the Department of Health and Human Services 

 

Section 4: The appropriations committee will delegate money to states depending on 

how many survivors they have and the extent of rehabilitation needed to put this bill 

into fruition. 

Section 5: This bill will go into effect after 2 years 
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Title of Bill: Ammunitions Restriction 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the current laws allows for excessively armed citizens, but lawfully carrying 
pose a hazard to the general public; Whereas the laws in each state vary, the threat to 
the American people remains constant; Whereas this bill seeks to limit the threat by 
reducing the amount of ammunition that is readily expendable in an active shooter 
situation; 

 

 

  BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 
 
 
Section 1: A restriction is to be made concerning the amount of ammunition one can carry on 
their persons. 
 
 Subsection A: A person will be restricted to carrying no more than 60 rounds on their 
person while lawfully carrying a firearm. 
 
 Subsection B: A person may lawfully transport ammunition in a sealed container.   
 
Section 2: Any person found in excess of the 60 round ammunition limitation will be subject to 
the following penalties: 
  
 Subsection A: First time offenders will be subject to a minimum $1,000 dollar fine that 
does not exceed $5,000 dollars. In addition, a monitory 6 month suspension of their concealed 
carry permit, or any weapons permit. 
  
 Subsection B: Second time offenders will be subject to a minimum 1 month jail time that 
does not exceed 2 months. In addition, a suspension of their concealed carry permit, or any 
weapons permit, will be suspended for a minimum 1 year. 
  
 Subsection C: Third time offenders will be subject to a fine minimum of $5,000 dollars, 
with no exceeding fine point set. In addition, the person will be subject to a minimum 2 month 



jail time that does not exceed 6 months. Furthermore, their concealed carry permit, or any 
weapons permit, will be permanently revoked.  
 
 Subsection D: Any offenses exceeding their third time will be subject to jail time with a 
minimum sentence of 6 months with no exceeding jail time limit set.  
 
Section 3: Let each case’s respective court of law determine the duration of said punishments.  
 
Section 4: This bill shall take effect 60 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Ban the Purchase of Guns if on No-Fly list 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas people on the no-fly list have a reasonable suspicion against them and seen 

as a threat to the people. Whereas there have been thousands of matches of people who purchase 

guns and who are on the TSDB (Terrorist Screening Database) list. Whereas the majority of the 

people on the no-fly list are not American so the 2nd Amendment law does not apply to them. 

Whereas guns have been legally sold to people who were on the no-fly list who then used it for a 

mass shooting. 

 

 

Section 1: Guns should not be legally sold to people on the no-fly list. 

Section 2:  FBI and other security governmental agencies should regularly check the people on 

the no-fly list to see if they have any guns from gun shows or private owners. 

Section 3: If someone is found on the TSDB (Terrorist Screening Database) at all, they should 

not be sold a gun. 

Section 4: This bill shall be overseen by the United States department of Homeland Security. 

Section 5:  This bill shall be enacted 91 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Abolish the Transportation Security Administration, and for Other 

Purposes 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas the TSA is nothing but security theater; Whereas the TSA was founded on a 

basis of fear and uncertainty; Whereas an internal investigation of the TSA found undercover 

investigators were able to smuggle mock explosives or banned weapons through TSA 

checkpoints in 95 percent of trials; Whereas private companies providing identical services 

are 65% more efficient while costing taxpayers less money; Whereas no TSA screener has ever 

caught a single terrorist at any time since its conception, but screeners have overlooked 16 

passengers suspected of ties to terrorism at least 23 times from 2004 to 2008; Whereas various 

instances of TSA screeners groping adults and underage children have been documented, some 

even videotaped; Whereas the TSA is an unequivocal violation of the fourth amendment of the 

United States Constitution: The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, 

and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants 

shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly 

describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized…  
 
Section 1. short title; definitions  

 

 Subsection A. short title 

(1). This legislation may be cited as the “Restoration of 4
th

 Amendment Rights Act of 2017” or 

“ROFA 2017” 

 Subsection B. definitions 

(1). Let “TSA” stand in place of “Transportation Security Administration” 

(2). Let “FASOC” stand in place of Federal Aviation Security Oversight Committee 

(3). Let “Airline” be defined as a private entity responsible for the operations of aircraft and 

flight itineraries 

 

Section 2. abolition of the TSA; introduction of a Federal Aviation Security Oversight 

Committee  

 

 Subsection A. abolition of the TSA  



(1). Notwithstanding any other provision of the law, 49 U.S. Code § 114 - Transportation 

Security Administration, is to be struck from title 49, U.S. Code. 

 Subsection B. introduction of a Federal Aviation Security Oversight Committee  

Pursuant to the abolition of the TSA (see sec. 2 subsec. A), the Department of Homeland security 

is to create a Federal Aviation Security Oversight Committee.  

 (1). The FASOC is to be comprised of 12 officials from the Department of Homeland 

Security, their duties include: 

  (a) Create a list of aviation security regulations.  

   (1) No regulation created by this committee can come in conflict with the 

fourth (4
th

) amendment of the United States Constitution 

  (b) Appoint Aviation Security Overseers, whose job is to ensure the upholding of 

Federal Aviation Regulations 

  (c) Assign a specific number of Aviation Security Overseers to each airport in the 

United States, this number should be proportional to the average daily flow of passengers in the 

airport, and the number of security checkpoints per terminal. This number is subject to change, 

and always falls at the discretion of the committee officials. 

 (2). Members of the FASOC are to serve a single (1) term of no longer than ten (10) 

years 

 (3). The duty of appointing the members of the FASOC lies solely with the current 

Director of Homeland Security 

 

Section 3. privatization of pre-flight security; regulatory rules for private security operations 

 

 Subsection A. privatization of pre-flight security 

To compensate for the loss of centralized security as expressed in section 2, subsec. A, the power 

and responsibility to create and organize pre-flight security measures shall lie with the airlines 

themselves. 

 (1). This responsibility includes the purchase of equipment, hiring and training of security 

officers, and creation and organization of security checkpoints, among other things. 

 Subsection B. regulatory rules for private security operations 

Pursuant to sec. 2 subsec. B (1)(A): any regulation decided on by the FASOC must be complied 

with by all Airlines controlling security operations.  

 (1). Failure to comply with the regulations expressed in the above subsection shall result 

in a thorough investigation of suspected actions 

   

Section 4. enactment of ROFA 2017 

 This bill is to take effect 365 days after passage 
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Title of Bill:  

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Extra Checks for Children of Convicted Violent Felons for Firearms  
Preamble:  
Gun control is a huge topic in America today. Mass shootings are becoming more and more 

frequent as time goes on and no clear solutions seem to be in sight. Many mass shooters come 

from families who have had violent histories, usually convicted felons. Children have a higher 

rate of committing a crime if their parents are convicted felons, as they are the only real role 

models in the house and their actions can serve as the foundations for this child’s future actions. I 

propose that all children of convicted violent offenders with more than one individual offence, 

must go through a mandatory phycological evaluation before they may receive a gun permit from 

the state. The goal of this bill is to limit the number of homicides in the U.S.   

 

Section 1:  

All people who wish to own a firearm of any type must register as normal, children of felons will 

do the same and no discrimination will be placed on them during this phase. After this, children 

of violent offenders will have to go into their local police departments for a impartial 

phycological evaluation to root out any mental illness that may have developed during their early 

years due to weather it be bad role models, abuse, etcetera. If they pass this final step, they will 

have a letter of approval sent to the state to finalize their registration. If they fail, they will be 

able to re-register after 1 year and will be evaluated by a different person to keep all proceedings 

impartial. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Make Online Accounts More Secure 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble:  Whereas an increasing number of personal accounts are being hacked presently, and 

the hacking methods are evolving rapidly as technologies themselves are developed, which 

increases the potential of personal information being stolen; and whereas these cyber attacks 

have caused negative consequences ranging from financial loss to identity theft; and while there 

are still nearly 30% of the U.S. population who have not paid enough attention to their online 

accounts’ safety; and a large number websites lack a strong provision for password security; and 

whereas the strength of a password lies primarily within its length, complexity, and 

unpredictability;  

Section 1: Let all internet accounts have a minimum length of 10 characters for passwords.  

Subsection A: The websites that are involved in having an account must ensure that the 

setting of users passwords to contain at least one uppercase letter and one lowercase letter. 

Subsection B: No password shall contain the “25 most commonly used” passwords, 

released by SplashData.  

Subsection C:  ‘#’ ,  ‘,’ , ‘_’ , ‘&’ , ‘*’ , and ‘-’ shall be allowed in passwords in any 

account-involved websites to provide an increase of password possibilities.  

  



Section 2: To require important companies to use the two-factor authentication method for 

logging in.  

 

Section 3: If the account’s of a website are hacked, provided that said website didn’t follow the 

above regulation, 5% of their net profit will be fined the preceding year. 

 

Section 4: This bill will go into effect 91 days after its passage.  
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  An Act to Implement Stronger Cybersecurity in the United States 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas technology becomes more prevalent in the country so does the risk of cyber 

attacks; whereas without proper security, confidential information can be stolen and 

sold; whereas state and federal law enforcement can be locked out of technological 

systems; whereas without proper cybersecurity training and equipment, the public is 

at risk of having identity and other non public personal information stolen. 

 

Definitions: Let cybersecurity stand for the state of being protected against the criminal or     

unauthorized use of electronic data. Let technological system be defined as  

  sets of interconnected components that transform, store, transport, or control 

materials, energy, and/or information for particular purposes. 

 

Section 1: An independent committee of one hundred experts on cybersecurity, cybercrime 

prevention, and internet technology will be assembled by the Department of 

Homeland Security. 

 

 Subsection A:Each state will be represented by at least one member of the committee,  

   the rest of the committee members will be divided proportionally to  

   the states according to its population size. 

 

 Subsection B:The committee members will then work with each state to create a plan on  

   how to implement stronger technological systems and educate local and  

   state government on how to practice safer online access. 

 

 Subsection C:After the committee members have created a plan for each of their   

   respective states they will reconvene and vote on the top three plans. 

 

Section 2:Once the three plans are selected, the committee will present these plans to Congress  

      which will vote and select one of these plans to be put in action. 

 

 Subsection A:If Congress votes against all plans then the committee will reconvene and  

   select two more plans to be submitted. 

 

 



 

 

Section 3:Ten billion dollars will then be allocated to the Department of Homeland Security. 

 

 Subsection A:The Department of Homeland Security will divide these funds   

   proportionally to the states. 

 

 Subsection B:Funding will be used to purchase more advanced technologies for use by  

   state governments and will also pay for training on cybercrime prevention. 

 

 Subsection C:Each individual state government will decide on how to distribute the  

   technology and will decide on who will provide the cybercrime prevention 

   training. 

 

Section 4:Funding for this bill will be allocated by the House Ways and Means Committee. 

 

Section 5:After the plan goes into action it will be managed by the United States Secret Service  

      and will be overseen by the Department of Homeland Security. 

 

Section 6:Two years after this bill goes into effect, it will be put under review for its   

      effectiveness. 

 

 Subsection A:This review will be carried out by the Department of Homeland Security  

   and it will asses if the bill has made a significant difference in the  

   prevention of cybercrime and increase of cybersecurity. 

 

 Subsection B:If the bill passes review it will remain in effect and will be up for another  

   review in four years. If the bill fails to pass review then it will be removed  

   and returned to the original committee for revision. 

 

Section 7:This bill will go into effect directly after passage. 



 
     YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 

            Purple House – Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

                                                        Committee 

 

 

Samuel Appelbaum 
  

Columbia Grammar and Preperatory School 

Author                Delegation 

 

Title of Bill: The Gun Massacre Prevention Act 

  

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas states with magazine restrictions have lower mass shooting rates. Whereas 

an individual will be less threatening to a large number of people with a restricted magazine size. 

Whereas it is  possible to convert an assault rifle into an automatic weapon through 

modifications. Whereas it is legal to obtain automatic weapons made before 1986. 

 

Section 1: Let no magazine hold more than ten rounds of ammunition with the exception of law 

enforcement and active military personnel. 

 

Section 2: Let no firearm that is either created as an automatic weapon, modified in any way to 

become an automatic weapon, or any device to convert a gun into an automatic weapon be 

obtainable by any citizen. 

 

Section 3: States who do not adopt this policy will have a 2% decrease in highway funding. 

 

Section 4: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after passage. 
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Brahm Wieseneck  Newark Academy 

Bill Author  Delegation 

 
Title:  A Bill to Promote the Safety and Security of Digital Transactions 

 

Preamble: Recognizing that the safety and soundness of our economy and financial 
markets require embracing new technologies to provide the most efficient cash transfers 
systems; Whereas the challenges of protecting the free-flow of commerce and the sanctity 
of consumer data are growing exponentially in the digital era; whereas in 2015 alone 
approximately 30 billion credit card transactions were processed in the United States, 
representing almost $3,000,000,000,000; whereas the vast majority of transactions 
executed digitally within the United States cross state boundaries and are therefore the 
jurisdiction of the federal government; Whereas digital transaction providers currently do 
not have to submit all potential and current clients to the Anti-Money Laundering 
compliance procedures that Federally chartered Banks must adhere to; whereas recent 
events of foreign governments, such as Russia, China, and North Korea, create a clear 
and present danger to the economic security of the United States. The United States 
government must ensure that in the rapidly evolving landscape for digital transactions the 
safety and security of Americans citizens is accounted for. 
 

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress: 
 

Section 1: A joint task-force between the National Security Agency, The Department of 
Treasury and The Federal Reserve will be organized. 

 
a. The team will be composed of fifteen members: five (5) members from the 

NSA chosen by the Director of the NSA, five (5) members from the 
Department of Treasury selected by the Secretary of the Treasury, and five (5) 
members chosen by the Chairwoman of the Federal Reserve. 

 
b. This task force shall regularly review the changing landscape of cash 

management services and products as well as their usage by both legal and 
illegal entities.  The task force will make annual recommendations relative to 
the cash and money transfer system and regulatory changes to keep up with 
technological advances 

 
c. This organization shall be situated as a subdivision of the Federal Reserve. 

 
Section 2:  All non-Bank entities providing cash transfer services within the United States 

and/or between businesses, institutions or individuals domiciled in the United 
States must; 



 
a. Be registered as Federal Reserve “Cash Transfer Approved Organizations”. 

 
b. Such registration must be renewed on a yearly basis. 

 
c. Non registration will be punishable with fines up to $10,000,000 per non-

registered transaction and up to 5 years imprisonment for Officers and 
Directors of the non-compliant entity. 

 
Section 3:  The Federal Reserve with input from the joint departmental Task Force will 

set standards for the Cash Transfer Approved Organizations to execute both 
Know Your Client and Anti-Money Laundering reviews. 

 
 a. The Federal Reserve will provide regulatory oversight of these institutions 
 

 b. The Federal Reserve may provide economic incentives to whistleblowers to 
provide information leading to the arrest of non-compliant entities and entities 
that provide refuge to illegal wire transfers. 

 
Section 4:  Establish the Digital Transaction Security Bureau (DTSB), with the 
responsibility for protecting the digital payment systems of the United States.  

a. Let the jurisdiction of the DTSB include but not be limited to monitoring and 
policing digital transactions, setting protocols for cybersecurity, and intervening 
to combat cyberattacks on payment systems  

b. The joint task force will be charged with launching and subsequently providing 
oversight over the newly formed, Digital Transaction Security Bureau. 

 
Section 5: A tax of one tenth of a penny per transaction shall be levied on a per 
transaction basis to be paid by the transaction providers. 

a. All revenues created by the Digital Transaction Tax will be used to fund the 
operations of the DTSB 

 
Section 6: The above sections and its contents will be subject to revision under the 
jurisdiction of the findings of the task force in their Year 1 report. 

a. Any proposed alterations must be brought forth as new legislation.  
 
 
Section 6: This bill will go into effect in 91 days. 
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Adam Bernstein 
  

Great Neck South High School 
Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Increase Gun Security 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas 13,000 people were killed in The United States by an act of gun violence in 

2015; Whereas 36 American citizens are killed a day by an act of gun violence; Whereas in 

2015, 60 children 5 and under shot someone with an unsecure gun; Whereas in 2015 tens of 

thousands of stolen guns entered the illegal markets; Whereas from 2005-2010, there was a 

reported 1.4 billion firearms stolen; Whereas there is no punishment currently for the 

irresponsible owner of a weapon.  

 

 

Section 1: If a person committing a crime is not the legal owner of the weapon used, the legal 

owner will too be held responsible. 

 

 

 Subsection A: They can be acquitted of their charges if they prove to the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) that they had their firearm properly 

secured at the time it was stolen. 

 

Subsection B: The charges of the legal owner of the weapon with either be 1/8 the 

sentence of the shooter or 1/4 depending on a further investigation by the ATF. 

 

i. The penalty can increase to 1/2, 3/4, or the full sentence of the shooter 

for repeat offenders based on a further investigation from the ATF. 

 

 

Section 2: When buying a weapon, the customer must prove to the seller that they have the 

appropriate means of safely storing said weapon. 

  

  

Subsection A: If they are unable to do so, the vender will not legally be able to sell 

firearms to the customer. 

 

Subsection B: “Appropriate means of safely storing the weapon” will vary weapon 

to weapon based on the possible damage a firearm can impose. 

 



Subsection C: The level of security needed for each specific weapon will be 

determined at a later date by the ATF. 

 

 

Section 3: All firearms sold must be sold with a trigger lock. 

 

 

 Subsection A: A trigger lock is a device that is designed to prevent children and 

other unauthorized users from firing a firearm. 

 

 

Section 4: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 

 

 

  

 

   

 


